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A lack of quantitative information

• There is a lack of quantitative

information about the factors that 

generate vulnerability.

• Artificial Intelligence (specifically 

“Machine Learning”) is now 

providing us methods to use novel 

data streams to model:

 Environments at high risk

 Vulnerable Individuals

• And this is for the first time 

allowing analysis at scale.



The AI process for analysing slavery:

Sparse, expensive 
but accurately 
labelled examples 
(“ground Truth”) of 
modern slavery 
incidence

AI

+

Features extracted 
from cheap, rapidly 
updateable PROXY 
data (e.g. CDR, mobile 
money, drone 
imagery).

+

Machine Learning 
techniques, that can 
find the relationship 
between “ground 
truths” and our 
“proxy data” 
variables.

Risk models that can 
estimate vulnerability
in other parts of the 
country WITHOUT costly 
surveys

• PREDICTIONS
• EXPLANATIONS

Informed policy and 
interventions



Many affected 

regions are 

infrastructurally 

poor



Yet often 

surprisingly

DATA RICH



For example mobile phone data in Tanzania:



Mobile Money accounts for >20% of GDP
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Earth Observation imagery is abundant



Modelling the drivers of 

Modern Slavery across Brazil

(Harry Marshall)

Identifying Child Domestic 

Labour in North India 

(Catherine Waite)

Prediction of Forced 

Labour in Dar es Salaam

(Madeleine Ellis)

Non-linear AI Explanations 

of Global Slavery Figures 

(Rosa Lavelle-Hill)

Novel AI Vulnerability 

Surveying Methods 

(Rowland Seymour)

Examples of our “Artificial Intelligence” Slavery Projects

Data Fusion (JIVE) of AI 

data sources in East Africa

(Rachel Carrington)



Example 3: Prediction of Forced Labour in Dar es Salaam



INSIGHT TILES – Nature of the DATA

Different Demographics

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Different Behaviours



144 features modelled for 452 

subwards, against 3688 ground 

truth data points of slavery risk



What do AI models tell us?

Areas with increased use of mobile money 

have lower likelihood of forced labour

→ financial independence is acting as 

protection against enslavement

Increased risk is also reflective of areas 

with increased pay levels

→ economic masking effects

Risk in particular increases in areas 

adjacent to industrial land, with 

overcrowding and lack of mobility

→ modern slavery risk “traps”



Example of emergent factors



We used AI to model 

the number of 

enslaved people who 

originated from 3600 

of the country’s 

municipalities

Example 2: Understanding the drivers of modern slavery in Brazil

Created risk categories = 

survivors per 100k



Example 2: Understanding the drivers of modern slavery in Brazil

https://smartlabbr.org/

• Most data are 

available at state and 

municipality level.

• Data sourced from the 

Ministry of Economy -

Secretariat of Labor.

• Data from 2003 to 

2018, aggregated by 

year and municipality.

https://smartlabbr.org/


Our ground truths were the 

number of individuals rescued 

from across all of Brazil who were 

born in the location of interest 

Risk categories were established, 

and a range of AI models cross-

validated using >100 variables 

from novel and offiical datasets

The focus again was on 

vulnerability to slavery / trafficking

Example 2: Understanding the drivers of modern slavery in Brazil

Models immediately achieved 76% accuracy 



By developing new explanatory 

AI techniques we couldsee how 

our 100 variables (grouped here 

for clarity) underpin incidence 

Importantly “neo-demographics” 

derived via the novel data 

streams is far more powerful 

than traditional census data

But mobility measures were 

also surprisingly important

Example 2: Understanding the drivers of modern slavery in Brazil
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Example 2: Understanding the drivers of modern slavery in Brazil

Understanding areas the model 

misclassifies becomes key



Example 3: AI analysis of National-Level Slavery Figures 

• AI modelling of 70 

country-year data points 

from Gallup World Poll 

(GWP) ground truths, 

regressed against 106 

independent measures of 

national statistics

• Optimal models all identifiy 6 key latent variables.

• 5 match those theorized by Walk Free Foundation

• But one new factor is identified, previously overlooked 

due to “masking” and “non-linear interactions”: 

Physical Security of Women
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